Dear Members of the Connecticut General Assembly,

Since March of 2020, the citizens of Connecticut have followed the prescribed Emergency Declarations and Executive Orders; the information provided at that time has evolved, as scientifically, it must.

A great deal of new information was provided by Dr. Harvey Risch, MD, Professor of Epidemiology at the Yale School of Public Health in a very recent virtual Town Hall:

* **Outpatient Covid Treatment**: early treatment with use of Hydroxychloroquine as well as other remedies: Ivermectin, budesonide and others. Tragically, treatments exist and were not utilized!

*The Omicron variant, asymptomatic for 75-85% of people, is found to have no more serious issues than those with general influenza.

*PCR tests do not necessarily reveal current infection. Dr Kary Mullis, PCR test creator, declared PCR "should not be used to diagnose any disease". At this point, the CDC has updated what the PCR testing does.__

*Masks do not work as purported and pushed by officials. Dr. Risch referenced [Dr Paul Alexander's list of 150 Studies on masking](http://example.com).

*Concerns over conflicting interests were raised over Annie Lamont's company, SEMA4, streamed health "initiatives", and supposedly was for the care of the Connecticut citizenry. It was discovered our Governor's wife's company is not about health initiatives, nor care for citizens.

*Nursing home deaths due to inappropriate of valid, constructive public health actions and the leave of the previous Department of Public Health Commissioner who provided details also is in need of investigation.

In closing, the CT General Assembly should vote AGAINST continuing any and all Covid-19 and COVID Emergency Orders. An investigation into both Governor Lamont's benefits and elected CT Officials' benefits to his Emergency Orders actions should be pursued.

No item in any of the Emergency Orders truly concerns our health; all are Unconstitutional. We are able to make our own decisions based on our personal health; neither the Governor nor the legislature have authority to violate anyone's Rights as was done.
We the citizens of Connecticut have been harmed long enough by Ned Lamont's unconstitutional and financially-biased Executive Orders. We implore you to represent us.

Sincerely,

Gregory Scalzo III
104 Sandlewood Drive
Madison, CT 06443
imperialmyrth@gmail.com